contains full headings, running titles, and notes of authorship, in Shirley's usual manner; there is no stanza spacing or use of color. Folio 13 is headed: -"Here begynnefe boke cleped }>e Abstracte Brevyayre compyled of divers balades roundels virilayes tragedyes envoyes compleyntes moralites storyes practysed and eke devysed and ymagyned as it shewe}?e here folowyng." The codex is described and its contents listed, with some errors, in the catalogue of the Ashmole MSS., 1845 -67, by Black. A brief note on the MS. is made by Meyer, John Gower's Beziehungen zu Chaucer und König Richard II, Bonn 1889, p. 71. Gaertner, John Shirley, sein Leben und Wirken, diss. Halle 1904, gives pp.22-25 to this MS.; but see Anglia Beibl. 16, pp. 360-62. The frequent parallelism in contents between this manuscript and Harley 2251 of the British Museum, described by me in Anglia 28,1 ff., has occasioned some repetition here, but in several cases I am now able to add other references to my earlier lists, owing largely to the generosity of Professor Max Foerster of Würz-burg, whose kindness in placing his notes at my disposal I gratefully acknowledge. A few misprints and errors in that paper I take the opportunity of rectifying here.
Contents of Ashmole 59.
No. 1, foil, la-12b. The Secreta Secretorum. Headed: -" Here begynnej?e f>e boke made of J?e governance of Princes compyled by )>at renommed Philosopher Danne Aristotiles and sent to }?at excellent Emperour and prince invincible Alexandre of Macedoyne. }?e whiche is cleped and called }?e secrete of secretes and tresore incomperable." In prose. Another (?) prose version is in the MS. Adds. 5467, copied from Shirley, and a transcription of the fifteenth-century verse rendering is in the MS. Harley 2251, secondary to Shirley. See Anglia 28, 23, and especially Prosiegel's dissertation, Munich 1903. The remarks of Gaertner loc. cit. are hopelessly confusing because of his failure to distinguish between the Shirley and the non-Shirley MSS.
No. 2, foil. 13 a-15 a. Below the general heading reproduced ante follows an extract from Lydgate's Falls of Princes, book II, chap. 31, beginning "Rome remember of thy fundacion", 19 stanzas of 7 lines; also in Harley 4011, and (probably) in MSS. of the Falls, e. g. Harley 1245 Harley , 1766 Royal 18 B xxxi, 18 D iv, and 18 D v No. 3, foil. 15 a-16. An extract from the Falls of Princes, book III, chap. 4, beginning "This tragedy giveth us ful warnyng", and directed against lecherous princes. Also in Trin. Coll. Cambridge R 3, 20 and Harley 4011 as a separate extract, and included in a mass of envoys from the Falls copied in Harley 2251 and Trin. Coll. Cambr. R 3, 19, see Anglia 28, 19 . This envoy is twice transcribed in the Ashmole; this first copy is of 10 seven-line stanzas, headed "Tragedy of Prynces j?at were vicyous"; the second copy is a fragment, the last 3 lines of stanza 6, and stanzas 7 -10, headed Macaulay disbelieves in Gower's authorship, and accordingly discredits Shirley's value as an authority; observe that the date of this MS., while accounting for its misstatements, tends to free Shirley's other commonplacebooks from suspicion. No. 37, foil. 65 a-66 a. "And nowe folowe)?e here a devowte Invocacon made by Lydegate to sainte Denys at }>e request of Charlies f>e frenshe kynge to let it beo translated oute of frenshe in to Englisshe." Begins: -"0 }>ow chosen of gode protectour of ffraunce." 9 stanzas of 8 lines, confused towards the end.
No. 38, foil. 66a-67a. "Here nowe folowe}>e a pytous lamentacon of oure Ladye shewde to Saint Auncyon of cristes passyon made by John Lidegate." Begins: -" In J?e tourret of a toure." Refrain "Quia amore langueo". 11 stanzas of 8 four-beat lines. There are two Mid. Eng. poems with this refrain, the one beginning as above or "In the tabernacle of a tour", the other beginning "In the vaile of restles mynde". The former poem is also in Lambeth 853, whence it is printed in Polit. Relig. 
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The briefest survey of these agreements is suggestive. In the first place we observe that while the two Shirley codices Trinity and Adds, are quite independent of one another, the Ashmole and the Harley MSS., especially the latter, present numerous parallels to the Trinity volume. I have already taken occasion (Anglia 28,1 ff.) to argue the direct dependence of Harley upon Trinity in many of these cases; and I come now to the relation of Ashmole to the other MSS. of this group. I suggest, in the following argument, that some poems of the Ashmole were written down by Shirley from memory; only on this hypothesis or that of mental aberration can we explain the unmetrical and jumbled condition of some extracts, e. g. nos. 11, 12, 14, 25, 30; yet, as other extracts are fairly coherent and correct in form, it seems more likely that Shirley wrote now from memory now from text than that his faculties varied so widely in clearness during the time of his work upon this MS. *) Tradition has it that Hawes could repeat many poems by Chaucer and by Lydgate, especially the latter, with which he made himself welcome at the court of Henry VII; and it is not impossible that Shirley also could recollect wholes or portions of poems which he had often transcribed. *) To make clear my meaning, I print here an extract from one of the poems distorted by Shirley in Ashmole and the parallel passage from uninjured texts. It appears to me that such conditions could not arise had Shirley a copy before him. -Extract from Horns Away, No. 14 of the Ashmole.
Harley 2255
Ashmole 59 ffamous poetys of antiquyte ffamous poetisofgretantiquyteesaye In Grece and Troye renoumyd of In grece and Troye / renommed many prudence a day Wroot of queen heleyne / and penelope Wrote of Quene Eleyne and Penolope Off Polyceene / with hir chaast In-Of Polixene / pat chaste mayde & nocence may ffor wyues trewe / calle lucrece to ffor wyues truwe putte in assaye presence That they wer fayr / ther can no ffor kuynde wrought hem wt so gret man sey nay diligence kynde wrouht hem / with so gret Here hy take hede / let no wight diligence seye neye Ther bewte couthe / hornys wer cast Nature wol wirche / Jmughe nyce away aray bawaye
With this as a possible presupposition, \ve examine the agreements among the manuscripts discussed, especially between Ashmole and the other Shirleys. \Ve notice at once that none of the Lydgatian mummings which make the Trinity codex so interesting are copied in Ashmole, and that the most striking resemblances in content between Ashmole and Trinity are Chaucer's Venus, Fortune, and Gentilesse (the lastnamed preserved by Ashmole in the text of Scogan's poem), Lydgate's Valentine to the Virgin, his Coronation Ode to Henry VI, his Complaint for My Lady of Gloucester, his Verbum Caro Factum Est, and an extract from the Falls of Princes. All these bits are between Nos. 17 and 30 in the Ashmole (a codex of 65 entries), as are the bits paralleled in Adds. 16165, i. e., the Invocation to St. Anne, the Departing of Chaucer, and Doubleness, all by Lydgate. Of these, the last is the only one showing such confusion as might result from memory transcription.
Taking first the texts of the Chaucerian poems, we find that the Ashmole copy of Venus omits one stanza, and marks the envoy as by Thomas Chaucer; its differences otherwise from Trinity are in frequent slight omissions, one or two transpositions, and minor verbal changes, but nothing to prove its transcription from memory. The two Shirleys are evidently allied in type and distinct from other copies, see lines 8, 22, 26, 53, 62, 63, 72, 79 ; all these seem deliberate changes by Shirley, though his text is unusually close to the general trend. Of the two Ashmole is the worse, note the omission of a stanza and the transposition of lines 7 and 8, also the omission of line 40.
The second Chaucerian poem, Fortune, is also in Harley 2251, and a comparison of the three texts brings us to the unexpected conclusion that while Ashmole is independent of Trinity (cp. Trinity's deviations in lines 18, 19, 21, 24, 30) , the text in Harley is more closely allied to Ashmole than to Trinity. Note for example the addition of the distorted Venus envoy to the poem in both Harley and Ashmole, and the presence in Harley of stanza 7, omitted by Trinity but not by Ashmole, op. also lines 4, 6, 10, 12, 14, 19, 20, 24, 31, 37, 55, 59, 67, 72, 78 . But observe at the same time that lines 15, 32, 40, 46 (omitted by Ashmole), 49, 60, 66, 68, and 73 , argue the influence upon Harley of some text other than Ashmole, as does the existence in Harley of the last half of line 50, lacking in the Ashmole, while the whole stanza is missing from the Trinity. In Anglia 28, 27 I deduced from various data the possibility that several MSS. were at one and the same time before the Harley scribe; to that conjecture I would now appeal as explanation of the Harley readings, and assume as partial source of Harley a lost Shirley nearer Ashmole than Trinity in text.
The third Chaucerian text, Gentilesse, is also present in these three MSS., and in a volume largely copied from Shirley, MS. Harley 7333. A comparison of the four shows that while in lines 1, 4, 16, 20 Harley 2251 diverges from the Shirley type towards the opposite group, it has in line 2 a reading like that of Ashmole, taking its own liberties with the text in lines 1, 8, 12, 16, 18, 19 , and in the refrain. Ashmole and Trinity are very plainly allied in 1, 4, 8, 16, 20; and Harley 7333 is with Trinity in 1, 2, 4, and 16, going with the opposed type in line 8. At this point I may advance a supposition with regard to Harley 7333, namely, that it was copied from a Shirley MS. or MSS. executed earlier than were Trinity and Ashmole. I base this conjecture merely upon the Shirley copy of the Canterbury Tales contained in Harley 7333, which shows, as I shall soon demonstrate, certain peculiarities not in the "revised" (?) version of the Tales, notably the bond Man of Law-Squire, the short form of the Monk's endlink and the absence of any Words of the Franklin to the Squire. Of course, Shirley might have made a mid-xv copy of an early form of the Canterbury Tales; my conjecture assumes that he did not, though he made it after Chaucer's death, as the heading shows. The occasional nearer position of Harley 7333 to the group opposed to Trinity and Ashmole would then be explained by the later and greater freedoms of Shirley in those two MSS., freedoms seen at their extreme in what was probably the last volume from his own hand, Ashmole 59. And I would accordingly suggest that Harley 7333 is both in date and in position "higher up the tree" than the Trinity and Ashmole codices, -at least, so far as the Chaucerian poems are concerned.
As regards other poems contained in Trinity, Ashmole, , 8, 12, 15, 26, 45, 46, 51, 53, 54, 56, 65, 67, 68 ? 79, 82, 87, 95, 99, 102, 103, 106, 108, 109, 116, 120, 122, 132, 139, 142 Another poem transcribed in these three MSS. is Lydgate's Valentine to the Virgin, beginning "Saynt Valentyne of custum yeere by yeere", and running through 20 stanzas of 7 lines. The Aslimole copy omits the third stanza, and shows many slight textual deviations from Trinity, of the character above noted; the Harley text is very close to that of Trinity, and probably derived from it, as I have previously remarked.
The textual deviations which I have just mentioned are worthy of consideration. Even the brief list above given shows that the addition of an adverb or adjective for emphasis' sake is frequent in Shirley; the Ashmole differs from the Trinity in just this respect. But when the Shirley type is compared with (say) the Oxford, ·) it becomes a question *) i apply this term to the group of MSS. Fairfax 16, Bodley 638, and Tanner 346, all of the Bodleian Library, Oxford. These MSS. agree whether the differences are due to the psychological tendency toward emphasis of all inaccurate reporters or in part to Shirley's failure to hear the French accentuation of words or the inflexional-e. Thus, in Chaucer's Fortune, we have in line 8 -ffor finally fortune nowe I defye Trinity ffor finally nowe ffortune I defye Ashmole For fynally Fortune I diffye Oxford The li copy, which has thee after J, is followed by Skeat and by Heath; but when we compare Shirley's insertion of yitte in line 16, yitte or loo in line 24, into the same refrain, we query whether Shirley may have heard Fortune as a disyllable accented on the first syllable. Similarly in line 15 both the Shirley MSS. insert ay; did he hear sufftsaunce with a silent final -e? In line 22 Shirley reads for to instead of to, which again may mean that he heard moste as a monosyllable; compare the beste (?) of line 32, line 78, though the former case is dubious because the yit inserted by Trinity is not in Ashmole, and occurs in the preceding line in all texts. In lines 56, 64, 72 the ne written in by Shirley may perhaps indicate that reule was to him a monosyllable; the Trinity writing euermore instead of euer in 70 perhaps means that resteles had for him no medial e-sound; and in 75 it may be a monosyllabic qwyte (inf.) that led to Shirley's insertion of tvele. The fact that he himself wrote limping doggerel is no evidence that he was unconscious of the verseflow which he was transcribing; but the point is one which requires detailed text-comparison before it can be decided. An editor of any of the poems preserved by Shirley and by other scribes must determine at the outset whether Shirley's variants are to be considered as errors of eye and memory, as deliberate changes to help out sense and metre (save the mark!), or as halfconscious followings of the psychological impulse to emphasis. That they are due to the readings of an original markedly so closely in contents, and are so nearly related to one another, that it is possible to construct almost the entire body of texte (11 at least) contained in their ancestor "Oxford". Such a reconstruction takes us two steps nearer Chaucer. A detailed study of the Oxford Group is nearly ready for publication.
different from e. g. the original of the Oxford Group is, in the case of the Minor Poems, not yet demonstrated.
We pass now from the texts present in three MSS., -Trinity, Ashmole, and Harley 2251, -to examine those copied in but two of the codices. It must be of significance that while there are between Ashmole and Trinity only eight agreements in content, two of which are very brief and none of which shows interdependence, there are between Harley and Trinity and between Harley and Ashmole much more extensive parallelisms. Nineteen articles of Trinity are duplicated in Harley, and thirteen present in Ashmole are found in Harley; but in only four cases do all three MSS. have the same poem. The arrangement of these articles is also of interest. The main agreement between Trinity and Harley is after No. 64 of the latter volume, where, up to No. 78, only one of the Harley sequence lacks a parallel in Trinity. Moreover, comparison shows that this body of verse was by the Harley derived from Trinity, and apparently direct, as the proportion of Harley errors is the usual one. For the other agreements in content between Trinity and Harley, -the brief bit on prayer, the two Lydgate poems So as the Crab goes and \Vicked Tongue, and Chaucer's Fortune, no direct connection between Harley and Trinity is demonstrable. If then it was a codex other than Trinity from which the Harley drew the text of Fortune (No. 33 in Harley), it would appear that the Trinity volume did not come into the hands of the Harley scribe until his own book was threequarters written. But the parallels between Harley and Ashmole extend, roughly speaking, from No. 11 to No. 60 of Harley, and range over almost the whole of Ashmole, from No. 6 to No. 63. The portion of Harley which contains these parallels is therefore between that which coincides with Adds. 34360 (Nos. 1-11) and that which is derived from Trinity (Nos. 64-78).
Of the thirteen texts existing in both Harley and Ashmole, four are also in Trinity, and three of them have already been discussed above, viz.: -Fortune, the Coronation Ode, the Valentine to the Virgin; the four stanzas of Verbum Caro I have not examined for this study. Of the remaining nine poems, I pass over the Summum Sapientiae (No. 62 Nos. 6, 10, 12, 13, 14, 20; in Harley, Nos. 17, 58, 22, 13, 11, and 34 have not found other copies by which this comparison could be checked, and Midsummer Rose has not been examined in its remaining texts. But of Horns Away and Utter thy Language I have the set of copies before me, and in the latter, despite the constant arbitrary deviation of Ashmole from the general type (adhered to by Harley), I find in one case at least proof that Ashmole was using a written text; for a scribe who writes Affeccion reherscd instead of Afornc reJiersed is clearly not reproducing a remembered idea. But in Horns Away, as has been above noted, the Ashmole divergences from other texts are such as lead to the theory of memory notation. Also, in Anglia 27, 38(3, I remarked upon tlie metrical differences of the Ashmole Complaint for My Lady of Gloucester (No. 30) from the Trinity copy of the same poem; and Nos. 11 and 25 of Ashmole, as noticed in the list of contents above, are in the first case confused in line-arrangement and in the second widely divergent in lineflow from the general type.
It is clear that Harley and Ashmole are in this body of poems textually independent of one another, and the only evidence for their near relationship is the presence in each of so many poems also existing in the other, although we have also noted an intimate connection of Harley with the ShirleyAshmole type in the text of Fortune. The condition of Ashmole, also, varies widely. In the Chaucerian poems, apart from the tag added to Fortune, there are no traces of such tampering with the text as Shirley permits himself in several Lydgate poems. I speak of the tampering as taking place in Ashmole itself; for to refer the vagaries of these texts a step further back is but begging the question. But, in the same codex with this licence of treatment, we find texts in which Shirley adheres closely to his earlier (?) copies, in which he even perhaps observes the versemovement. That he was using, somewhat spasmodically, his own previous copies, seems to me possible from the parallelisms between the lost Shirley catalogued at the beginning of One more point remains to be touched upon before we summarize these results, -the connection, if any, between Ashmole and another Shirley, Adds. 16165; the two MSS. agree in three items copied in close sequence, viz.: -Invocation to St. Anne, Every Maner Creature, and Doublenesse, Nos. 23-25 in Ashmole, Nos. 14, 16, 18 in Adds. In the first of these, a poem of 77 lines, Ashmole shows the same arbitrary handling as in other Lydgate selections; and we cannot argue that Shirley is working from memory, because in the last stanza, after mentioning Christ's defence of man against the fiend, he speaks of "his fight as moste victorious"; but the passage is in Ashmole rendered "his sight victorious", an error of the eye and not of the memory.
In the second poem we find also evidence that Ashmole is independent of Adds., since it avoids errors of rime-arrangement committed by Adds., -and evidence that Ashmole is not writing from memory, since it renders give their light (of the planets) as give their sight.
The last of these poems, Doublenesse, throws some light on Shirley's methods. Although the poem has in other MSS. thirteen stanzas of eight lines, it has in Ashmole but eleven, the omission of one stanza being shared by Adds. 16165. Of these, the first six, instead of being in four-beat verse, are padded by Shirley (in Ashmole) to five-beat lines; -cp. his alteration of My Lady of Gloucester; but after that point he apparently wearied of the effort to alter, for the remaining stanzas run with other MSS. in form, and are very close to the Adds, in text. The manner in which the padding epithets are inserted and the phrasing expanded precludes, to my mind, the possibility of memory transcription.
From all the above it follows that the text of the Ashmole MS. 59, like the copies of Harley 2251, must be "relegated, in the establishment of a critical text, to a subordinate and questionable position". *) After a more extended and detailed examination of the MSS. in question, I would emphasize the opinion just quoted from my previous paper. Neither Harley nor Ashmole can deserve or can be permitted recognition in a critical text. The fact that Trinity and Adds, are completely independent of one another makes more conspicuous the resemblance in content between Ashmole, Harley, and a lost MS. by Shirley, rendering it probable that in his last volume Shirley at best copied from his own copies. When we add to this the fact of his great age at the time of the MS' execution, the possibility of occasional writing from memory, and the tampering with the text which is so marked in some Lydgate poems, we have reason enough for barring this witness from court. Any traces of caution which exist are in the Chaucerian poems, where Shirley may have followed with some closeness his own earlier transcriptions, including his own earlier retouchings of the text for metre's sake (?). But the suspicion created by the rest of the volume lies also upon these copies, and no editor should adopt Ashmole's lections in preference to those of other manuecripts.
See Anglia 28,27.
As for the genealogical tree, I would consider that Ashmole derives largely from one or more lost Shirley MSS., perhaps with the addition by itself of the scrappy prophecies and proverbs, and probably with the addition by itself of the textual vagaries above described as due to memorytranscription; that this (or these) lost MS. was independent of the Trinity and Adds, codices, though the Chaucerian texts are of a common "Shirley" type; that Harley 2251 derives 1) in part from another lost Shirley (Harley 78?), or Shirleys, sharing this derivation with Adds. 34360, 2) in part from the Shirley codex Trinity R 3, 20, and 3) in part from the lost Shirley anterior to Ashmole; other sources are also probable, and contaminations with MSS. of the opposed type are more than possible in Harley 2251. J ) As for the secondary MS. Harley 7333, I have above suggested that it derives from MSS. (or a MS.) both higher up the tree and earlier than Trinity.
Shirley's other collections of verse and prose are represented by 1) the four leaves in his own hand bound up in the miscellaneous codex Harley 78; 2) the derivative MS. Adds. 5467, which, as it shows his headings but not his script or spelling, may have been executed from dictation. As Shirley's orthography occasionally crops out in Harley 2251, I suggest dictation to explain its absence from Adds. 5467. 3) A large part of the MS. marked AR f 5. 5 in the library of Harvard College, Cambridge, U.S.A. This MS. was described by Robinson in Harvard Studies V, and I agree with him in the belief that two of its articles are not in Shirley's hand. I would point out further that these two, the Governance of Princes and the Serpent of Division, are on a paper different from the rest of the codex, and in booklets separable from the copies preceding and following. The contents in Shirley's hand are Guy of Warwick, the Three Kings of Cologne, and an English Chronicle; I am l ) It Is of interest to note, in this connection, that the MS. of the Canterbury Tales marked Royal 17 D xv (Brit. Mus.) is from the Clerk's Tale on written by the scribe of Harley 2251 and Adds. 34360. My surmise that Harley 2251 was subject to several influences (Anglia 28, 27) iß borne out by the character of this text, which will be described elsewhere. not clear that the poem at the opening of the MS., the Complaint of Christ, was not written by another scribe than Shirley; note its use of the Kunic g.
In the MS. Harley 149, which according to Gaertner is partly written by Shirley, I can see no traces of his hand, his headings, or his orthography.
The only other Shirley volume known to me is the Sion College (London) MS. of De Guilevile's Pilgrimage, which contains a copy of Chaucer's ABC; this is carelessly termed in the Diet. Nat. Biogr. the "Sion MS.", and confusion lies near between this Shirley volume, containing one Chaucerpoem, and the Sion College fragment of the Canterbury Tales, not in Shirley's hand.
The comparatively large number of codices either in Shirley's hand or derived from Shirley need not occasion surprise. Considering the length of his life, his evident interest in letters, and the energetic tone of his headings and his tables of contents, 1 ) it would not be strange if he had executed many more volumes than remain to us. It is not uninteresting to observe that several of his MSS. must have been in the same scriptorium where Harley 2251 and Adds. 34360 were executed, that the amount of existing copies written by the hand of those MSS. (cp. Royal 17 D xv, Arundel 59, Trinity R 3, 19 and 21) is considerable, and that more than a few of these MSS. were in the possession of John Stow, who asserted, in the list of Lydgate's works which he gave to Speght, that some were extant in print, the residue in his custody. Among Lydgate MSS., Stow's markings are upon R 3, 19, 20, and 21, Adds. 34360, Laud 557; this last MS. was formerly owned by Roger Thorney, as was R 3, 21. Thorney the patron of de Worde, Shirley, the unknown proprietor of the scriptorium above mentioned, Stow, and William Browne, make an interesting group in the history of the origin and transmission of these manuscripts. And when we remark that Fairfax 16 was also once in the hands *) The doggerel verse table of contents at the beginning of Add. 16165 is printed by Oaertner op. cit. p. 63; another similar "Kalundare" drawn up by Shirley for an unknown MS. (perhaps the imperfect Sion College? see Anglia28, 13-14) was copied by Stow into Adds. 29729.
of Stow, the contamination of Harley2251 with the Oxford type in some poems seems less unlikely.
The interest which we feel in the group abovementioned is, however, entirely antiquarian. Textually these codices can have no value for us. The process of elimination may seem destructive, but it is necessary. For if such a process be pursued to its ultimate outcome, we shall be more certain of our results than if we had begun by asserting the excellence of some few MSS. merely on the basis of our taste and preference, while occasionally calling as witnesses MSS. whose inferior value we acknowledge without proving it. We shall have discovered our definitive text by the survival of the fittest.
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